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Superior quality anodised aluminium portable boarding 
ladders with adjustable length plastic spacer legs and 
anti-slip plastic steps.  Folds down flat for storage.
Robust construction for long and trouble-free life.
Fits over gunwhales up to 230mm wide.
Supplied complete with stainless steel fastenings.

RWB1036 3 step Length : 880mm Width : 370mm

RWB1037 4 step Length : 1.2 Mtr Width : 370mm
SP83 Pair replacement spacer legs
SP84 Replacement plastic step

Standard series portable boarding ladders.
Adjustable spacer legs, vinyl coated hooks and anti-slip plastic steps.  
Folds down flat for storage.  Available in 2 sizes.

RWB997 3 step Length : 855mm Width : 370mm

RWB998 4 step Length : 1.14 Mtr Width : 370mm

A 5 step rope ladder that folds up flat 
after use for easy storage.
Red polypropylene steps with a dimpled 
finish for extra grip.  Plastic reinforcing 
tube between steps for added boarding 
stability.  Simply loop the rope eye over 
a cleat for boarding.
Total length : 1.5 Mtr

RWB2140

Quickly and
easily folds
up after use

Manufactured from high impact black plastic.  
Can be used as a large handle or a transom step.
Length : 160mm Height : 42mm
Depth :   65mm

RWB1657

White flexible self-adhesive vinyl 
step grip pads that conform to the 
contour of the placement area. 
Can be cut to suit any size. 
Size : 310 x 85mm.
Sold in a hang pack of 2 pads.

RWB2794   Pair Step-Mate Pads

Non - Skid  Self  Adhesive  Step  Pads Step  /  Handle

Alloy / Plastic  Ladders  -  Deluxe

Alloy / Plastic  Ladders  -  Standard

Folding  Rope  Ladder

8 - Ladders  &  Steps

Safety  Ladders

Safety ladders by Lalizas and Nuova Rade -
see safety products section 17 page 375 in 
this catalogue for full details.
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These economical folding boarding ladders are manufactured 
from marine grade 316 stainless steel.
They are available in 3 or 4 step versions and include 
adjustable stainless steel top retaining brackets and 
length adjustable stainless bottom legs to allow them to
suit different styles and angles of transoms.

RWB995 3 step folding stainless ladder
Length open : 560mm Length folded : 320mm Width : 260mm

RWB996 4 step folding stainless ladder
Length open : 880mm Length folded : 440mm Width : 260mm

A  range of telescopic stainless steel boarding ladders in 
2 different styles with 2 or 3 steps available in each style.
Compact and efficient telescopic design.  
Stainless steel steps have moulded black vinyl tread to facilitate 
easy boarding.
The stainless tube diameter is 32 / 25mm diameter for 2 step 
and 32/ 25/ 19mm diameter for 3 step.

Horizontal Mount - Top Of Platform
Hinged bracket allows ladder to fold over platform.  Ladder 
stores on top of platform.  Telescopic closure to only 350mm 
length for simple storage.  Velcro retaining strap included.

RWB261 2 step  290mm wide 340mm to 590mm length

RWB262 3 step  290mm wide 395mm to 845mm length

Retractable Under Platform Ladder
Mounts permanently under platform or recess.  
Ladder closes to only 400mm length and slides back into 
bracket for permanent under platform mounting.

RWB265 2 step  300mm wide 350mm to 640mm length
 fixing slide length : 300mm Height : 67mm

RWB266 3 step  300mm wide 365mm to 890mm length
 fixing slide length : 300mm Height : 67mm

RWB265 & 266

RWB261 & 262

Narrow diameter 3 step folding boarding ladder ideal where 
transom space is at a premium.
Made from 304 grade stainless steel with black step treads.
Hinged stainless mount brackets make this ladder easy 
to fit to most transoms. 
Stainless steel legs with soft mount caps.
570mm total length x 225mm width.
315mm length when folded up.

RWB300 3 step folding stainless ladder
SP522 Replacement mounting hardware
SP523 Replacement nylon retaining clip

Telescopic  Stainless  Steel  Ladders

Stainless  Boarding  Ladder  -  Narrow

Stainless  Boarding  Ladders

8  -  Ladders  -  Stainless  Steel

All these telescopic ladders are NOT to be used out of water 
- on dry land.  They are designed for in-water use only.
Read the safety instructions printed on label on the ladder.
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4  Rung  Yacht  Ladders

Large  Deck  Mount  Ladders Yacht  Toe  Rail  Ladder

Versatile 4 rung folding ladder to suit most modern yachts.
Available in 2 styles bolt-on version for permanent mounting 
or clip-on version for removable use.
The bolt-on version has 4 round leg plates  (2 top, 2 bottom) 
with 8mm tapped bolt holes in each.
The clip-on version for removable mounting has 2 x top 
round plates and 2 x capped plug ends on the bottom legs. 
Use this ladder in conjunction with RWB275D ladder clips
for a secure, but removable finish.  Ladder width : 310mm
Length opened : 900mm  Length folded : 545mm

RWB270A Bolt-on 4 rung 
RWB270B Clip-on 4 rung
RWB275D Ladder clips (set of 2)

These "Manta" brand 316 grade stainless steel ladders are manufactured in New 
Zealand to the highest standards. They incorporate functional design and quality 
heavy duty materials to offer the best value for money and a lifetime of reliable use.

A Manufactured in N.Z from 25mm diameter, heavy gauge 316 grade stainless steel
A Electro-polished stainless finish for long life and attractive appearance
A Patented non-slip dimpled step treads on all ladders
A Black plastic inserts for end pieces, to finish the ladder nicely
A Positive, heavy duty black plastic holding clip to fasten the ladder when folded
A Supplied complete with tapped 8mm fastening bolt holes for permanent mounting
A Some ladders can be removable, clip-on mounted by using RWB275D ladder clips
A Large variety for sail or power boats in both straight and angled legs
A Bolt-on or clip-on design with a size to suit most applications

 Most powerboat ladders are available with straight legs -
 or - with angled legs for inverted transoms. The angled
 ladders have shorter top legs with angled mount plates.

Spare  Parts  For  ladders
RWB275D Pair ladder clips (to allow removable use)
SP158 Ladder tube clip - black nylon
SP159 Ladder end plug - black plastic

RWB275D

RWB270BRWB270A

6 & 7 rung folding ladders
supplied with a tapped 
fastening hole on the top 
mounting plate - or they can 
be mounted using optional 
RWB275D mounting clips for 
removable use. Bottom legs 
have a plastic stopper for soft 
mounting against the hull. 
Ladder width : 310mm

RWB275B 6 rung
Length opened : 1.34 metres
Length folded : 770mm

RWB275C 7 rung
Length opened : 1.87 metres
Length folded : 1.32 metres

A 6 rung folding stainless 
steel  removable ladder 
designed specifically for 
mounting over the toe rail 
of yachts.  Black plastic 
plugs on top and bottom 
mounting legs for soft 
mounting against the hull. 
Short 90 degree bend on 
top mounting to fit over 
the toe rail.

Length opened : 1.33 metres
Length folded : 770mm
Total width : 310mm

RWB275A

High  Quality  Stainless  Ladders

8 - Ladders  -  Stainless  Steel - Yacht
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rovide a friendly and reliable service

4 rung folding ladders ideal
when transom space is at a
premium.  The ladder is thinner
than standard versions being 
only 255mm wide.  Mounting
holes (centre to centre) are 
only 195mm apart vertically 
and 225mm horizontally to 
allow mounting in a small area.

Length opened : 810mm
Length folded : 515mm
Total width : 255mm

RWB270D Angled legs
RWB1956 Straight legs

4 rung folding ladders with
easy to step-through top. 
The top incorporates large 
grab handles for easy 
climbing.
Angled legs suit inverted 
transom - or straight legs.
Ideal for powerboats up to
7 metres in length.

Length opened : 1.02 metres
Length folded : 675mm
Total width  : 310mm

RWB269B Angled legs
RWB1954 Straight legs

This 3 rung ladder is designed 
to hinge over the platform into 
the water and then hinge back 
over to stow away flat against 
the stern on top of the platform.
This deluxe model has a 
perfect welded 90 degree right 
angled bend for snug fit over 
the transom platform.

Length of top arms : 225mm
Length top to bottom : 700mm
Total width : 310mm

RWB274

4 rung folding ladders with 
straight grab handles at the 
top for easy step-through 
entry.  The mounting legs 
are close together vertically 
(220mm centre to centre 
bolt hole) to facilitate fitting 
where space is at a 
premium. 

Length opened : 920mm
Length folded : 570mm
Total width : 310mm

RWB270C Angled legs
RWB1955 Straight legs

4 rung folding ladder with
easy to step-through top. 
The top incorporates large 
grab handles that allow for 
easier climbing.
2 angled lower legs only 
and flat top mounts threaded 
for bolts or suits removable 
mount plates (275D).

RWB268 4 rungs
 2 angled legs

Length opened : 1.04 metres
Length folded : 680mm
Total width  : 310mm

Compact  Thin  Style Standard  Style

Open  Top  Ladders Open  Top  Ladders

Step - Thru  Ladders Step - Thru  Ladder

Marlin  Board  Ladder 

RWB269B

8 - Ladders  -  Stainless  -  Powerboat

Ladder  Clip  Sets 

RWB275D Pair ladder clips
 
To allow removable use of 
ladders.  Pair of clips made 
from 316 stainless steel.

With 4 Legs With 2 Legs
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RWB are Australian distributors of the superb quality
range of Gull oars and paddles.  These products are 
well known for their high quality materials and finish. 
The oars and paddles are made from NZ tasman fir and
are heavily varnish dipped.  We offer a range of Gull 
oars, standard paddles and dragon boat paddles.

Jointed  Take - Apart  Oars

Ideal where space on board is at 
a premium.  Tough non-corrosive 
nylon snap lock joint to allow the 
oar to easily separate for stowage.

Oars  With  Oar  Stops  Fitted - Pair

These oars are made from beautifully finished, finest quality tasman fir, finely sanded and grain 
sealed before varnishing.  They are strong, robust and durable, yet lightweight and easy to handle.
Size range from 1.5 Metres (5Ft) to 2.55 Metres (8 1/2Ft). 
Available plain or with oar stops fitted.  5 Ft, 5 1/2 Ft & jointed oars are fitted with plain plastic oar stops.
ALL other sizes are supplied with rubber oar stops with lugs, when ordered "with stops".  Supplied in pairs.

Plain  Oars - Without Stops - Pair
Code No.

RWB3842
RWB3844
RWB3846
RWB3848
RWB3850
RWB3852

Size

1.8 Mtr (6 Ft) Plain
1.95 Mtr (6 1/2Ft) Plain
2.1 Mtr (7Ft) Plain
2.25 Mtr (7 1/2Ft) Plain
2.4 Mtr (8Ft) Plain
2.55 Mtr (8 1/2Ft) Plain

Code No.
RWB3839
RWB3841
RWB3843
RWB3845
RWB3847
RWB3849
RWB3851
RWB3853

Size

1.5 Mtr (5 Ft) With Stops
1.65 Mtr (5 1/2Ft) With Stops
1.8 Mtr (6 Ft) With Stops
1.95 Mtr (6 1/2Ft) With Stops
2.1 Mtr (7Ft) With Stops
2.25 Mtr (7 1/2Ft) With Stops
2.4 Mtr (8Ft) With Stops
2.55 Mtr (8 1/2Ft) With Stops

RWB3855 1.8 Mtr (6 Ft) - with stops fitted
RWB4356 Replacement coupling set (for one oar)

Silver anodised 35mm diameter aluminium alloy tubing with soft-grip handle, 
heavy black polypropylene scull blade and rubber oar stops with lugs.
Easy to use and low maintenance.  Available in 4 lengths, sold per PAIR.

RWB Size Bulk
Code  Pack
RWB3901 1.65 Mtr  5 1/2 Ft Carton Pack Size 10 Pr
RWB3902 1.8 Mtr  6 Ft Carton Pack Size 10 Pr
RWB3903 1.95 Mtr  6 1/2 Ft Carton Pack Size 10 Pr
RWB3904 2.1 Mtr  7 Ft Carton Pack Size   5 Pr

Buy in carton lots to receive a heavily discounted price - see price list

Alloy  /  Polyprop  Sculls

Buy 10 pair+ assorted oars to receive a discounted price - see price list

"Gull"  Wooden  Oars

8 - Oars  -  "Gull"  Pine  &  Sculls
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High quality 2 piece UV resistant plastic buffer strip.  
The white outer belt screws on to the gunwale and the round 
insert is pushed through the centre.
Belt colour - white.  Size : 30mm height x 16mm depth.  Lip : 8mm
Insert colours - red, blue, black or white - 10mm O.D.
Supplied in 30 metre reels.  Belt & insert sold separately.
RWB382 White large outer belt only - 30 metre reel

RWB383 Red round insert only - 30 metre reel
RWB384 Blue round insert only - 30 metre reel
RWB385 Black round insert only - 30 metre reel
RWB386 White round insert only - 30 metre reel

RWB382 RWB384

Dinghy  Buffer  /  Fender  Strip

Chrome plated cast marine alloy rowlock plates in 
either long shank thru-mount type or side mount. 
Countersunk holes pre-drilled.  Supplied packaged 
in pairs.  Size shown is the size rowlock that it suits.

Thru - Mount  Plates
RWB371A Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB371B Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
RWB371C Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Side  Mount  Plates
RWB372A Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB372B Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
RWB372C Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Ring rowlocks with a hot 
dipped galvanised finish.
2 sizes available - size is 
diameter of the shaft of the 
rowlock.  Sold in pairs.

RWB375 Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB376 Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Hot dipped galvanised for a 
robust, non-corrosive finish.
Size is diameter of the shaft of 
the rowlock.  Sold in pairs.

RWB326 Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB327 Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
RWB328 Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Flat polished brass rowlock plates in 3 sizes.  
Countersunk holes drilled.  The size shown 
is the size rowlock that it suits.
Supplied in pairs.  Hang packed.  

RWB373A Pair 3/8" - 10mm
RWB373B Pair 7/16" - 11.5mm
RWB373C Pair 1/2" - 12.5mm

Solid rubber oar stops with lugs.
2 inside diameter sizes.  
Sold in pairs.  Hang packaged.

RWB3828 Pair 41mm - 1 5/8"

RWB3829 Pair 43mm - 1 3/4"
 Suits Gull timber oars
 1.8 Mtr & over.

Plain black nylon oar stops.
RWB3835 Pair 40mm - suits Gull
 standard oars 1.5-1.65
 Mtr and Gull jointed oars.

RWB3836 Pair 44mm - suits all 
 1.8 Mtr+ size Gull oars

Ivory coloured rowlocks and plates
made from rigid non-corrosive, 
UV resistant nylon. 
Sold in pairs.  Hang packaged.

RWB1767 Pair rowlocks

RWB1798 Pair thru-mount plates

RWB1799 Pair side mount plates

Galvanised  Open  Rowlocks Galvanised  Ring  Rowlocks

Brass  Rowlock  Plates Chrome  Rowlock  Plates

Nylon  Rowlocks  &  Plates Oar  Stops

8 - Oar  Accessories  -  Rowlocks
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Our most economically priced paddle.  
1.2 Mtr (4 Ft) paddle with 25mm diameter 
anodised aluminium shaft, easy palm grip 
handle and black polypropylene blade.

Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price

RWB1025 Palm grip paddle 1.2 metre

1.2 Metre (4 Ft) paddle with 25mm diameter 
anodised aluminium shaft, black TEE handle 
grip and large reinforced polypropylene blade.

Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price

RWB1026 Tee handle paddle 1.2 metre

Superb quality varnished paddles made from the 
finest pine with two-tone palm grip handle. 
RWB4341 has a yellow plastic hand grip.

RWB4341 1.05 Mtr (3Ft 6") with yellow hand grip
RWB4342 1.2 Mtr (4Ft)
RWB4343 1.35 Mtr (4Ft 6")
RWB4344 1.5 Mtr (5Ft)

This strong varnished pine paddle is specifically 
made for dragon boat racing.  Two-tone handle 
with a strong laminated wide blade.  
1.2M (4Ft) length.

RWB4354 Dragon boat paddle

Our most popular selling paddle.
Ideal where on-board space is restricted.
Paddle telescopes from minimum length of 
760mm (30") to max. of 1.07 metres (3 Ft 6").
Simply turn the handle to unlock or lock the 
telescoping shaft.
Anodised aluminium shaft with reinforced 
polypropylene blade and palm grip handle.

Buy a box of 18 for a discounted price

RWB907 Telescopic paddle

Wooden  Paddles Dragon  Boat  Paddle

Palm  Grip  Paddle Tee  Handle  Paddle  -  Standard

Palm  Grip  Paddle  -  Telescopic

8 - Paddles  -  Assorted

High quality heavy duty TEE handle paddle. 
32mm diameter anodised aluminium shaft, 
solid tee handle grip and very heavy duty 
polypropylene spoon shaped blade.  
Additional padded foam grip area on shaft for 
comfortable paddling.
Shaft diameter : 32mm (1 1/4")
Length : 1.2 Mtr - 4 Ft

Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price

RWB3390 Heavy duty T handle paddle

Tee  Handle  Paddle  -  Heavy  Duty

Telescopic  Paddle - Micro  Size

Ideal as an emergency paddle or when space on 
board is at a premium.  This 3 stage twist-lock 
telescopic paddle is only 530mm long collapsed 
and extends out to 1.07 metres maximum length.
Anodised aluminium shaft with bright orange 
safety blade and tee grip handle.

RWB909
Buy a box of 12 for a discounted price
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Double  Blade  Paddle - Standard

This telescopic paddle / boat hook is ideal where 
space is at a premium on small boats or sailing 
dinghies as it's minimum length is only 450mm 
(18") when dismantled.
The paddle blade unscrews from the shaft, 
which is also telescopic.  
The working paddle is telescopic from 800mm 
to 1.05 metres 3Ft 6".
Anodised aluminium shaft with bright red blade 
and red combination hand grip.
This paddle is also supplied with a nylon bag.

RWB905 Telescopic & detachable paddle   
 complete with nylon bag

Telescopic  &  Detachable  Paddle
1.2 metre (4 Ft) combined paddle / boat hook 
with 25mm diameter aluminium shaft, reinforced 
black polypropylene blade with inbuilt handle, 
and boat hook head on the other end. 
Shaft diameter : 25mm Length : 1.2 Mtr - 4 Ft

Buy a box of 20 for a discounted price

RWB908

Boat  Hook  &  Paddle  -  Standard

8 - Paddles  &  Paddle / Boat  Hooks

Heavy duty 30mm diameter silver anodised 
aluminium shaft with large black polypropylene 
paddle blade on one end and a tough double 
hook boat hook head on the other end.
Shaft diameter : 30mm
Length : 1.38 Mtr - 4 Ft 6"

RWB915

2.1 metre (7 Ft) with 25mm black 
anodised aluminium shaft and 
shaped yellow scull type blades.

This paddle separates into 2 pieces 
for easy storage and the paddle 
blades can be made straight or 
offset configuration by simply 
adjusting the locking button.

The paddle has moulded rubber 
hand grips and anti-drip guards.

RWB1023
Buy a box of 12 for discount price

Boat  Hook & Paddle  -  Heavy  Duty

Double  Blade  Kayak  Paddle

A heavy duty double bladed 7 Ft paddle made 
from 30mm dia. anodised aluminium tube with 
heavy duty scull type blades.  
Fixed straight blades (not offset).

RWB3394 Standard 2.1 Mtr - 7 Ft double
 with fixed straight blades

 Buy a box of 10 for discounted price

Double  Blade  Kayak  Paddles

Double bladed Kayak paddles with anodised 
aluminium shaft and bright mixed colour 
assymetrical shaped blades.

The paddle separates into 2 pieces and attaches 
with a locking collar.

The locking collar also has 3 button adjustment 
which allows for offset of the blades - and to suit 
right or left handed paddlers.

The paddles include hand grips on the shaft and
drip guards to prevent water running from the 
blade onto the shaft. 

2.2 Metre (7.25 Ft) total length.

RWB3396 Blue / white mixed colour blades
RWB3397 Orange / yellow mixed colour blades

Buy a box of 12 for a discounted price
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INCLUDES A
TELESCOPIC
BOAT HOOK

RWB2154 Complete maintenance kit

High quality Italian made 
telescopic boat hook.  
Silver anodised aluminium tubing 
with a large, very solid, black 
nylon hook  head and soft hand 
grip.  Simply rotate the shaft to 
extend and firmly lock the boat 
hook into place.
Shaft dia. : 30mm lower
 : 25mm upper 
Extends from 1.25 to 2 metres

RWB917  Heavy duty telescopic  
  boat hook
RWB1797  Replacement black nylon
  hook head only 25mm

Good quality, economically priced 
telescopic boat hook. 
Silver anodised aluminium tube
with black nylon head and rolled 
grip handle.
Extends from 1.2 to 2.1 metres.
Shaft dia. : 30mm lower
 : 25mm upper

RWB1033 Standard telescopic
 boat hook
RWB1797 Replacement hook head only

Premium quality, attractive, Italian 
made telescopic or fixed boat hook for 
the discerning yacht or cruiser owner. 
White enamelled 30mm diameter 
aluminium tube with grey nylon 
heavy duty boat hook head and 
soft grey hand grip.  The telescopic 
version has an additional soft grey 
hand grip in the centre for ease of use.

RWB910 Fixed boat hook 1.8 Mtr 
RWB1796  Replacement hook head 30mm

RWB911 Telescopic 1.22 Mtr to
 to 1.95 Mtr (6Ft 4")
RWB1797  Replacement hook head 25mm

Excellent quality Italian made 
telescopic boat hook.  Reinforced, 
ribbed silver anodised aluminium 
tube with attractive grey head and 
large soft grey hand grip.
Extends from 1.2 to 2 metres.

RWB916 Deluxe telescopic
 boat hook
RWB1795 Replacement hook head only

Boat   Maintenance   Kit

Telescopic  Hook  -  Standard Telescopic  Boat  Hook  -  TREM

Long  Telescopic  Boat  Hook

Boat  Hooks  Whiteline - Premium Telescopic  Hook  -  Heavy  Duty

Extra Long Telescopic boat 
hook which is ideal for larger 
yachts or cruisers.  
The long length, up to 3.2 Mtr, 
makes it much easier to pick up 
a buoy or reach another boat etc.
The modern designed head is 
made of robust glass reinforced 
nylon and shaped to fit over a 
boats gunwale.
It has a soft rubber tipped end 
to "push off" without damage.
The shaft is 25mm white 
enamelled aluminium with a 
rolled grip handle.

RWB293 Telescopic extra long - 
 1.7 Mtr to 3.2 Mtr
SP255 Replacement rubber head tip

A practical kit to keep on board for cleaning 
the boat and for use as a boat hook.  
Includes :
A	Telescopic anodised aluminium pole 
 with threaded shaft to attach heads
A	Screw-on deck scrub brush head
A	Screw-on mop head
A	Screw-on boat hook head

Replacement heads
RWB2156 Spare boat hook head
RWB2157 Spare mop head
RWB2158 Spare deck scrub head

8 - Boat  Hooks
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Robustly constructed black
nylon boat hook heads.
They fit externally - over the 
aluminium tube or wooden pole.
Length : 215mm.  Black colour.
Size is inside diameter of head.

RWB1797 25mm

RWB1796 30mm

Heavy duty stainless steel  
construction with 2 pre-drilled 
fastening holes.
Fits externally - over the tube.
Length : 185mm
Tapered for 25 to 32mm 
wooden pole.

RWB278

Grey nylon boat hook head that 
fits internally - inside the tube.
Length : 165mm
Suits 23mm I.D tube.

RWB1795

Heavy duty Tenob NZ 
made solid aluminium alloy 
boat hook head that fits 
externally - over the tube.
Length : 135mm
I.D : 23mm

RWB1794 

Boat  Hook  Heads  -  Nylon

Boat  Hook  Head  -  Grey  Nylon

Boat  Hook  Head  -  Stainless

Boat  Hook  Head  -  Alloy

8 - Boat  Hooks

Tenob NZ made heavy duty 
anodised aluminium tube fixed 
boat hooks with a heavy duty 
solid alloy head. 
Ideal for rugged use and
commercial applications.
23mm diameter tube.
2 lengths available.

RWB296 1.8 metre
RWB297 2.4 metre
RWB1794 Replacement alloy
 head only 23mm I.D

Fixed standard type boat hooks 
made from silver anodised 25mm 
diameter aluminium tube with 
solid black plastic head and soft 
contoured hand grip.

RWB913 1.6 metre - 5 foot

RWB914 1.8 metre - 6 foot

RWB1797 Replacement nylon
 hook head

Heavy duty 30mm diameter 
varnished wooden pole with 
a solid chrome plated brass 
head for an attractive, 
traditional appearance and 
suitable for robust use.
2.1 metre 7 Ft

RWB1034 Boat hook

RWB278 Replacement
 hook head

Standard  Fixed  Boat  Hooks

Wooden  Boat  Hook

Heavy  Duty  Alloy  Boat  Hooks
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Australian made "Vulcathene" 
heavy duty spring tube clips.  
Extra solid base and clip with 
one central countersunk 
hole ideal for a pop rivet.

RWB3130 Marked 1/2"  - suits 16mm tube         
RWB3131 Marked 3/4"  - suits 25mm tube
RWB3132 Marked 1"  - suits 30mm tube        
RWB3133 Marked 1  1/4" - suits 36mm tube
RWB3134 Marked 1  1/2" - suits 44mm tube     
RWB3135 Marked 2"  - suits 56mm tube
RWB3136 Marked 3"  - suits 85mm tube

Stainless steel holder to suit boat
hooks or other equipment on board.
Adjustable design suits 25 to 40mm 
diameter poles.
2 x 4mm fastening holes pre-drilled.
Length : 100mm   Width : 25mm

RWB2818

Large adjustable black plastic
spring clips complete with
fastening screws.  Packed per
pair on a shop hang display 
card of 12 pair.
2 adjustable sizes.
Sold only per card of 12 pair.

RWB1030 Card 12 Pr.  25 to 35mm tube dia.
RWB1031 Card 12 Pr.  40 to 50mm tube dia.

Strong black nylon adjustable spring clips for 
holding all types of items.  2 fastening holes drilled.
Size shown is the outside diameter size of the 
tube that it will hold.
Available bulk each - or in pairs hang packed
in bag with header card.

Bulk  Pack  Hang  Packed -P
Sold  Per  Each Sold  In  pairs
RWB918 15mm Each RWB918-P 15mm Pair
RWB918B 20mm RWB918BP 20mm
RWB919 25mm RWB919-P 25mm
RWB920 30mm RWB920-P 30mm
RWB921 35mm RWB921-P 35mm
RWB922 40mm RWB922-P 40mm
RWB923 45mm RWB923-P 45mm

Boat  Hook  Holder

Nylon  Tube  Clips

Adjustable  Tube  Clips

Heavy  Duty  Tube  Clips

Stainless steel adjustable 
retaining hook for round life-
buoys or other equipment on 
board.  Simply bend to adjust 
to desired size from 125mm 
diameter down.
2 x 6mm countersunk
fastening holes drilled.
Length 190mm

RWB223

Adjustable  Holder

Heavy black plastic pad that fastens to the 
dinghy transom to prevent wear from the 
outboard clamps.  270mm x 100mm. 
5 x 4mm countersunk fastening holes.

RWB1754

"MOTO FLEX"  deluxe support
bracket for motors up to 150HP.
Supports motor leg while towing.
Heavy gauge plated steel tubing
with shock absorbing spring
steel coil.  
The "U" end hooks over the 
trailer chassis and the padded
"V" end supports the motor leg.
Supplied complete with rubber
securing strap with end hooks.
Adjustable from 510 - 770mm.

RWB616

O/B  Motor  Support  Bracket Transom  Protector  Pad

8 - Pole  Holders & Tube  Clips
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White plaited nylon cord for rope start motors.  
Supplied in 100 metre flanged reels.

RWB3539 3.5mm  x 100 metres
RWB3540 4mm  x 100 metres
RWB3542 5mm  x 100 metres 

Motor  Start  CordOutboard  Motor  Locks

Secure your auxilliary outboard motor with these 
quality stainless steel motor locks.  
Fits over the thumb screws of the motor 
attachment clamps, so they can't be undone.
Stainless steel lock and 35mm I.D stainless
steel tube for high corrosion resistance.
Two keys are included.  2 sizes.

RWB5471 Suits most electric trolling motors   
 & small outboard motors to 7.5 HP
 Tube length : 200mm
 Slot length : 170mm

RWB5472 Suits most outboard motors to 30 HP
 Tube length : 255mm
 Slot length : 225mm

Outboard  Hydrofoils

Economically priced 2 piece outboard hydrofoils.  Hydrofoils can 
allow a boat to plane faster, save fuel, increase stability, reduce 
bow rise and generally improve the performance of smaller craft.
Includes stainless steel fastenings pack.  Colour boxed.  2 sizes.

RWB1858 Small - includes side fins suits most motors up to 50 HP
RWB1859 Large - ideally suited to most outboards over 25 HP   
 but can be used on most motors over 9 HP

Outboard  Wedges

RWB3666 3 degree angle - pair
RWB3667 5 degree angle - pair

White epoxy coated 
aluminium alloy wedges 
used to adjust the mounting 
angle of the outboard motor 
for increased performance.  
Size : 285 x 95mm.  
2 angles available.  
Sold by the Pair.

Hydrofoils - LZ
These gull wing style 2 piece outboard hydrofoils are made 
from strong plastic material and are designed to increase an 
outboard powered boats performance.  LZ hydrofoils include 
an adjustable torque control system that ensures the ultimate 
in precise and effortless steeering.  2 types are available 
for motor sizes 4 to 50 HP and 50 HP plus.  Stainless steel 
mounting hardware is included and they are colour boxed for 
retail display. LZ hydrofoils offer the following 

benefits to the boats perfomance

A Lowers fuel consumption
A Boat planes in faster time
A Straight tracking
A Stops bow rise
A Gives a smoother ride
A Increases stabilty
A  Reduces cavitation
A Pulls Skiers up faster
A Lowers min planing speed
A  Improves boats performance

RWB1856 Suits OB motors 4-50 HP
RWB1857 Suits OB motors 50 HP+

8 - Outboard  Accessories  -  Hydrofoils
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A	Anodised marine grade aluminium alloy
A	15 H.P 2 stroke - MAX 36 KG rating.  
A Fully adjustable - locks in 4 positions
A	Strong stainless steel springs to aid lifting
A	Heavy grey thermoplastic mounting board
A	Optional locking slide for removable mounting
A	Mounting area : 220 x 130mm

RWB1000 Aluminium O/B bracket 36Kg max
SP53  Replacement stainless spring (Each)
SP54  Replacement mounting board

Slide  Bracket - Removable  Mounting
Anodised aluminium bracket that bolts onto the transom.
Allows the outboard motor bracket to be locked in place,
then easily and quickly removed from the boat.
Mounting area : 240 x 180mm

RWB1000A Slide bracket only

Vertical  Mount  Adjustable    Horizontal  Mount  Adjustable   Horizontal  Mount  Fixed
A	Powerful springs make lifting easy
A Holds motor securely under power 
 and when trailing - no swinging
A 340mm vertical lift
A Adjustable - locks in 4 positions
A Sturdy, heavy duty stainless steel
A Easy, one hand lift operation
A Rated to 25 HP - 58Kg Max load
A Mounting area : 215 x 270mm

RWB277

A	Horizontal mount bracket suitable 
  for mounting on pods and 
     boarding platforms
A Unique design will fit modern boats 
 with integral stern platforms
A Adjustable - locks in 4 positions
A All stainless heavy duty construction
A Rated to 25 HP - 58 Kg Max load
A Mounting area : 230 x 270mm

RWB279

TENOB stainless steel outboard motor brackets are manufactured to the highest standards using extra thick 
gauge marine grade 316 stainless steel, top quality varnished mahogany boards and 316 stainless fastenings. 
These robust and durable brackets have been widely acclaimed as the best available on the market today. 
They will last the life of the boat - giving great value for money.  3 types available. 
HP ratings are for 2 strokes.  4 strokes will have a lower HP rating.  Check max load figures.

Spare  Parts  For  
TENOB  Brackets

SP50 Set of large stainless springs
SP51 Set of small stainless springs SP52 Replacement mahogany board

RWB1000A
Slide bracket

A Horizontal mount fixed
 brackets suitable for modern 
  boats with integral 
 stern platforms
A Heavy gauge stainless 
  steel construction
A Rated 25 HP  58 Kg max
A Mount area : 220 x 280mm

RWB634 Standard model
RWB633 Low model - board
 mounts lower to water

RWB633

A  Lifetime  Investment  In  Quality  And  Safety
"Tenob"  Stainless  Steel  Outboard  Motor  Brackets

Aluminium  Outboard  Motor  Bracket

RWB634

8 - Outboard  Motor  Brackets

RWB277
RWB279
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Auxiliary  Motor  Bracket

Kill  Switch  Keys & lanyard

Ideal to always keep in the 
boat as a spare in case you 
break or lose your original 
kill switch key - which can 
easily ruin your day out on 
the water.
Includes 10 spare kill switch 
keys to suit all Johnson, 
Evinrude, Mercury, Yamaha, 
Honda, Tohatsu and Suzuki.
Coiled extendable lanyard 
with nylon swivel snap hook 
to prevent tangles.
Blister hang packed.

RWB1357

Includes 10 
Different Keys

Propeller  Safety  Flag

Simply attaches to the 
outboard propeller by the 
shockcord sewn into the 
fabric.  
High visibility bright 
orange fabric increases 
safety when towing the 
boat on a trailer.
300mm x 300mm flag.

RWB6556 Propeller flag

For lots of 500+ these can be screen 
printed with your company name or 
Logo - delivery approx 2 - 3 months.

 All stainless steel, spring loaded 
 adjustable (up or down) auxiliary 
 outboard motor bracket with solid 
 polypropylene mounting board.  
 Rated up to 7.5 HP 2 stroke motor
 with max weight of 26 Kg.

A	Ideal for smaller powerboats 
 or yachts.
A	Securely locks in either up 
 or down position
A	Stainless steel construction
A Mount area on boat : 145 x 115mm
A Polypropylene board : 270 x 210mm

RWB614 S/S outboard Bracket 26 Kg
SP571 Replacement S/S Spring

White polypropylene 
2 piece bracket 
complete with 
stainless steel bolts 
and nyloc nuts.
Has 2 central holes to 
mount onto horizontal 
or vertical 25mm (1") 
diameter rails.
Has 2 small additional 
holes for safety 
lanyard tie down.
Suits maximum 8 HP 
2 stroke motor.

RWB617

Great  For  Dinghies  
And  Inflatables

A range of anodised aluminium handles which 
attach to the outboard motor throttle handle via 
a wing nut locking collar.
They allow the operator to sit or stand amidships 
of the dinghy to allow better ride and weight 
distribution for fuel savings and comfortable use.
Two versions are available - 
Standard (in 2 lengths) or telescopic.  
These handles are easily and quickly fitted to 
most outboard motors.

RWB1942 Short standard style - length 650mm
RWB1943 Long standard style  - length 1 metre
RWB1944 Telescopic 600mm to 1 metre

RWB1942 / 1943

RWB1944 Telescopic

Rail  Mount  Outboard  Pad

Outboard  Motor  Extension  Handles  -  Fixed  And Telescopic

8 - Outboard  Motor  Accessories
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Large rectangular muffs with 7mm black 
epoxy coated spring steel frame.  
Quick connect hose tail suits standard 
Aust garden hose fittings.  Suits most 
outboard motors. 122mm x 83mm muffs.

RWB3872

Oval PVC muffs with 7mm black epoxy 
coated steel frame.  Quick connect hose 
tail suits standard garden hose fittings.  
110mm x 85mm muffs.

RWB4000

Small  Round  Flusher
Round 85mm Diameter PVC muffs with 
black epoxy coated spring steel frame. 
Suits older style outboard motors.
Quick connect hose tail suits Aust 
garden hose fittings.

RWB3871

Large  Rectangular  Flusher

Large  Oval  Flusher - Standard

"MOTO FLEX"  deluxe support
bracket for motors up to 150HP.
Supports motor leg while towing.
Heavy gauge plated steel tubing
with shock absorbing spring
steel coil.  
The "U" end hooks over the 
trailer chassis and the padded
"V" end supports the motor leg.
Supplied complete with rubber
securing strap with end hooks.
Adjustable from 510 - 770mm.

RWB616

A heavier duty version than our standard motor 
flushers.  Includes oval solid RUBBER 110 x 85mm 
muffs and larger 8mm diameter black EDC coated 
spring steel frame to hold the flusher tight against 
the motor.  Quick connect tail suits standard 
Australian garden hose fittings.

RWB4001

Large  Oval  Flusher - Deluxe

O/B  Motor  Support  Bracket

Outboard  Motor  Flushers

8 - Outboard  Accessories

Suits standard 2 stroke motors 
to approximately 20 HP - or 4 
strokes to a maximum weight 
limit of 50Kg.
Plated steel frame with plastic 
end caps on all tube ends and
soft rubber hand grips.
Galvanised frame support arms 
with 150mm diameter plastic 
wheels.  Large wooden support 
board 390 x 154 x 36mm.
Supplied in kit form which is 
quick and simple to assemble.

RWB3875

Outboard  Motor  Trolley

Large  Double  Action  Motor  Flusher

Sturdy twin intake double flush action 
motor flusher ideal for larger motors.  
Large 125mm x 82mm rubber muffs.  
Black epoxy coated spring steel frame.  
Includes Australian garden hose quick 
connector for easy water connection.
Clamshell packed for open display.

RWB4002
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Australian

Standards Australia

Standard
AS2906 Lic 1022

5  Litre  Capacity
Red colour suitable for petrol. 
Wide body to ensure stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap and 
flexible self-venting spout.
250 H x 215 L x 155mm W.

RWB3454 5 litre red - petrol

10  Litre  Capacity
Red colour suitable for petrol.
Wide body to ensure stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap and 
flexible self venting spout.
300 H x 285 L x 195mm W.

RWB3455 10 litre red - petrol

25  Litre  Capacity
Red colour suitable for petrol.
Squat style - wide body 
and short height to ensure 
maximum stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap 
and flexible self-venting spout.
430 H x 355 L x 240mm W.

RWB3446 25 litre red - petrol

20  Litre  Capacity
- Squat  Style
Available in red colour for petrol 
or yellow colour marked for diesel.
Wide body and short height to 
ensure maximum stability.
Cap with inner sealing cap and 
flexible self-venting spout.
370 H x 355 L x 240mm W.

RWB3445 20 litre red - petrol
RWB3447 20 litre yellow - diesel

Highest quality, virtually indestructable Scepter jerry cans made from 
high-density, unbreakable polyethylene that is rustproof, crush-resistant 
and completely non-corroding.

New upgraded styles and larger capacity sizes.  Flexible self-venting spout 
for easier pouring and they have an extra large handle for easier carrying.
Importantly they are complete with child-resistant closure caps.

These plastic jerry cans are fully aproved and have the AS2906 
Australian standards approval stamped into each can.

Tall thin tank style suits many rack 
set-ups on boats, Utes, Caravans 
and RV's that have been designed 
and made specifically to suit 
these Scepter jerry cans.
Virtually indestructible high-
density polyethylene construction.
Rust proof and crush resistant.
Available in red colour for petrol,
yellow colour for diesel - also
prominently marked "diesel fuel",
and blue colour for water only.
Complete with cap, inner sealing 
cap, flexible spout and seperate 
vented cap.  
450 H x 330 L x 185mm W.

RWB3456 20 litre red - petrol
RWB3457 20 litre blue - water
RWB3458 20 litre yellow - diesel

20  Litre  Capacity - Tall Style

Cap & Spout  Set
Replacement cap, inner sealing cap and 
spout set including vent cap.  
Suits all Scepter jerry cans.

RWB3459 Cap and spout set of 4 pieces

SP516 Vent cap only.  Suits 20   
 litre tall style and older style  
 Scepter 5l and 10L cans.

Scepter  Marine  Jerry  Cans  -  Approved

8 - Fuel  Jerry  Cans  -  Scepter
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Scepter  "Neptune"  Fuel  Tanks

The Scepter "Neptune" range of fuel tanks incorporate many of the 
features of the deluxe range, at a more economical price. 
Built and tested to Australian standard AS2906 these tanks are made 
from tough, lightweight, non-corrosive, high density polyethylene.
They will not crack, chip or corrode and are easy to carry and stow.
2 sizes are available - 3 US gallons (11.7 litre) and 6 US gallons (22.7 litre).
They are supplied with a vented fuel cap and a fuel pick-up / filter assembly.
Suitable for use with petrol, diesel and ethanol blended fuel.
Fuel tank fittings to suit are shown on page 161 & 162.

RWB3448 11.7 litres (3 US gallons)
 430mm L x 260mm W x 200mm H

RWB3449 22.7 litres (6 US gallons)
 512mm L x 325mm W x 250mm H

RWB3422 Replacement vented cap
RWB3424 Replacement fuel pickup/filter 
 assembly suit 11.7L tank
RWB3425 Replacement fuel pickup/filter 
 assembly suit 22.7L tank

RWB3448 RWB3449

Scepter  Flo-N-Go  Universal  Siphon  Pump

The Scepter Flo-N-Go Maxflo universal siphon pump is the 
easy and clean way to re-fuel hard to get at small engine fuel 
tanks.  Ideal for for boats, ATV’s, tractors, jetskis, lawn mowers, 
farm equipment or any small engine refuelling.  It can be used 
for petrol, ethanol mix, diesel and also for siphoning water.

The Flo-N-Go includes a hand piece with at-the-handle control
which allows for automatic shut-off and restarts, as well as 
clean hassle-free siphon control.  Mount the jerry can (sold 
separately) above the tank that you are re-fuelling.
It delivers a flow rate of over 7.5 litres per minute (2 gallons) 
when in siphon mode.

The Flo-N-Go includes the hand held control piece complete 
with child safety lock and handle controller, 1.90 metres of fuel 
resistant reinforced flexible hose and 2 x rubber cone adaptors 
that fit into the jerry can neck.  These adaptors suit Scepter jerry 
cans and most other fuel jerry cans on the market.

RWB3444 Scepter Flo-N-Go Maxflo siphon pump kit
Does NOT include the Jerry can - 
sold separately.  Jerry can shown 
for display purposes only.

Jiggler  Siphon - Brass 

The jiggler siphon provides a simple and easy way to siphon 
many types of liquids including fuel.
No more nasty taste trying to siphon - simply start the flow 
of liquid by jiggling the brass end up and down in the vertical 
position in the liquid.
The jiggler siphon has many applications around the home, 
on the boat, car, RV/caravan, industrial and agricultural use.
This siphon has a brass head for long life and is made from 
anti-static hose.

Supplied retail hang packed including instructions for use.
2 sizes are available - 12mm x 1.75 metre or 20mm x 2 metre.

RWB5680 12mm (1/2”) I.D hose x 1.75 metre length
RWB5681 20mm (3/4”) I.D hose x 2 metre length

8 - Fuel  Handling  Accessories
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  Scepter  Marine  Fuel  Tanks  -  Deluxe

Australian

Standards Australia

Standard
AS2906 Lic 1022

12  Litre  Fuel  Tank
12 litre (3.2 US gallon) capacity.
Supplied with vented cap and
fuel pickup assembly with filter.
Carried horizontally.
355 L x  255 W x 220mm H.

RWB3451 12 litre tank
RWB3422 Spare vented cap

RWB3424 Spare fuel pickup Assy

25  Litre  Fuel  Tanks
25 litre (6.6 US gallon) capacity. 
Available with built-in fuel gauge 
and vented cap (RWB3452) - or 
vented cap only (no fuel gauge) 
RWB3453.
Supplied with fuel pickup assembly.
Carried vertically.
540 L x 360 W x 220mm H.

RWB3452 25 litre with fuel gauge

RWB3453 25 litre with vented cap
RWB3422 Spare vented cap

RWB3426 Complete bolt-in Gauge & 
 fuel pickup assembly suit 
 current type RWB3452 tank

RWB3425 Spare fuel pickup assembly
 (suits only OLD style 
 cap/gauge type scepter tank)

Highest quality, fully approved marine fuel tanks made 
from tough, dent-resistant, lightweight, non-rusting, 
high density polyethylene.  
Easy to carry, easy to stow, safe and sturdy.  
These fuel tanks are fully approved to AS2906 and have 
the Australian standard mark stamped into the tank.

Suitable for use with petrol and ethanol blended fuel.
These tanks will also handle Diesel fuel - however if a 
diesel return line is required there is no standard 
modification available to return the line to the tank.

Fuel tank fittings to suit are shown on page 161 & 162.

Tank  Cap  /  Gauge
RWB3422 Spare vented cap

RWB3423 Spare fuel gauge (old 
 cap / gauge type shown)

RWB3426 Bolt-in Gauge / pickup  
 assembly suit current 
 type 25L RWB3452 tank.  
 Not shown.

8 - Outboard  Accessories  -  Fuel  Tanks

Easterner economically priced portable fuel tanks.  
NOT Aust Standard approved - but meets ISO13591 
international standards.  
Made from strong polyethylene that won’t chip, crack 
or rust.  These tanks include a pickup tube and 
threaded tank fitting that suits standard fuel tank 
fittings shown on page 161 & 162.  2 sizes available.

3 US gallon - 11.4 litre tank with vented cap 
(no gauge). Complete with carry handle on top.
350mm length x 255mm width x 235mm height.

RWB4590 11.4 litre (3 US gal) tank with vented cap

6 US gallon - 22.7 litre fuel tank with fuel gauge.
Complete with carry handle on end of tank.
590mm length x 290mm width x 230mm height.

RWB4593 22.7 litre (6 US Gal) tank with gauge

RWB3418 Vented fuel cap for tanks
RWB3419 Fuel pickup assembly
RWB3420 Fuel cap & gauge

Easterner  Portable  Fuel  Tanks

RWB3419 RWB3420RWB3418

RWB4590

RWB4593
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8 - Outboard  Accessories  -  Fuel  Tanks

Quality fuel tanks at a reasonable price.
Made by Nuova Rade of Italy, these "HULK" 
outboard motor fuel tanks are of robust rotationally 
moulded plastic construction and are completely  
non-corrosive.  They are strong, yet lightweight 
and won't crack, dent or rust.
The two largest tanks are supplied complete 
with a fuel level gauge.
They are CE approved but NOT approved to 
Australian standards.
Not for use with diesel or ethanol blended fuel.

Features :
A Non-corrosive robust construction
A Complete with vented cap with seal
 22L & 30L sizes have a fuel gauge
A Supplied complete with standard tank  
 adaptor which includes a mesh filter
 and 8mm barbed fuel hose connector.
 (simply unscrew the barbed connector
 to fit standard fuel tank fittings)

These tanks use standard fuel tank fittings shown on page 161 & 162.

Tank measurements shown below are when the tank is laid flat & include protrusions - cap etc.
RWB4581 12 litre capacity.  With vented cap.  No gauge.
 Tank size : 400mm L x 250mm W x 180mm H

RWB4582 22 litre capacity.  Complete with vented cap & recessed gauge.
 Tank size : 450mm L x 290mm W x 250mm H

RWB4584 30 litre capacity.  Complete with vented cap & recessed gauge.
 Tank size : 490mm L x 345mm W x 250mm H
SP340 Replacement vented cap
SP341 Replacement Complete fuel pick-up and filter assembly

RWB4581

RWB4582 RWB4584

Portable  Fuel  Tanks

Easterner  45L  Fuel  Tank

Easterner economically priced 12 US gallon 45 Litre fuel tank. 
Made from strong polyethylene that won’t chip, crack or rust.  
This tank includes a threaded cap with fuel gauge and seperate 
fuel pickup tube with threaded female tank fitting that suits all 
standard fuel tank fittings shown on page 161 & 162.
580mm long x 355mm wide x 355mm high Inc cap / gauge.

RWB4594 45 Litre (12 US gallon)  tank with gauge

RWB3417 Replacement fuel pickup assembly
RWB3421 Replacement fuel cap & gauge 270mm long

Fuel  Tank  Spares & Accessories

Vented  Fuel  Caps
RWB3422 Scepter
RWB3418 Easterner
SP340  Nuova Rade

Fuel  Gauges  Inc  Cap
RWB3420 Suit Eastern 23L
RWB3421 Suit Eastern 45L
RWB3423 Suit old Scepter 25L

Fuel  Pickup  Assemblies
RWB3424 Scepter 12L
RWB3425 Scepter OLD 25L
  & Neptune 23L
RWB3419 Eastern 11 & 23L
RWB3417 Eastern 45L
SP341  Nuova Rade
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Large  Capacity  Topside  Fuel  Tanks

USA made injected moulded fuel tanks made from 
high-density polyethylene with UV stabilised resin.
Includes vented fuel cap and fuel level gauge. 
60, 72 & 98 litre tanks feature a 90 degree, 1/4" NPT fuel 
withdrawal elbow that rotates 360 degrees eliminating fuel 
hose kinks.  A variety of capacities and sizes are available.
Height dimensions shown below include the fuel gauge / cap.
Suitable for use with petrol and ethanol blended fuel.  
These tanks will also handle diesel fuel - however if a 
diesel return line is required there is no standard 
modification available to return the line to the tank.
Fuel tank fittings to suit are shown on page 161 & 162.

34 Litre  (9 US Gallon)
580mm long x 355mm wide x 290mm high Inc cap

RWB3673 34 litre tank - tall thin style
RWB3427 Replacement gauge & fuel pickup assembly 

45 Litre  (12 US Gallon) TALL
Tall, Thin Style
580mm long x 355mm wide x 355mm high Inc cap

RWB3677 45 litre tank - Tall style
RWB3428 Replacement gauge & fuel pickup assembly

45 Litre  (12 US Gallon) LOW
Wide, Flat, Low Profile Style
615mm long x 455mm wide x 290mm high Inc cap

RWB3678 45 litre tank - low profile style
RWB3427 Replacement Gauge & fuel pickup assembly

60 Litre  (16 US Gallon)
Long, Flat, Very Low Profile Style
1090mm long x 380mm wide x 230mm high inc cap

RWB3679 60 litre tank

72 Litre  (19 US Gallon)
Rectangular Style
Lightweight yet heavy duty.
710mm long x 380mm wide x 340mm high inc cap 

RWB3680 72 litre tank

98 Litre  (26 US Gallon)
Rectangular Style
Heavy duty. 
740mm long x 480mm wide x 345mm high inc cap

RWB3681 98 litre tank

Fuel Tank Tie-Down Kit
Includes 2 x large plastic wedges with 1.5 Metre strap and cleats.
Suits all large Scepter, Easterner and Diablo tanks.
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.

RWB4497 Set

8 - Outboard  Accessories  -  Fuel  Tanks
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“Diablo”  Universal  Tanks

These “Diablo” tanks by Nuova Rade are made from high density 
polyethylene material which can be used as tanks for petrol, ethanol mix, 
diesel, drinking water and waste - the same tank can be used for any of 
the above - they are non-toxic and fuel resistant and CE approved.
The tank itself is sold separately - and then a tank hatch lid is sold 
separately to match the desired usage. 
The tanks have a colour coded symbol moulded into them with red for 
fuel, blue for fresh water and brown for waste water.
The tanks come in 2 different height sizes with 5 different litre capacities in 
each.  When matched with the 3 different type tank hatch lids it allows 30 
different tank combinations.  Blind sealing hatch lid also available.

230MM  HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB CAPACITY LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
CODE LITRES MM MM MM
RWB4480 37 500 230 + 100 360
RWB4481 48 650 230 + 100 360
RWB4482 60 800 230 + 100 360
RWB4483 70 950 230 + 100 360
RWB4484 82 1100 230 + 100 360

305MM  HEIGHT TANKS (without hatch lid & fittings) x 360MM WIDTH
RWB CAPACITY LENGTH HEIGHT WIDTH
CODE LITRES MM MM MM
RWB4486 49 500 305 + 100 360
RWB4487 64 650 305 + 100 360
RWB4488 78 800 305 + 100 360
RWB4489 93 950 305 + 100 360
RWB4490 108 1100 305 + 100 360

RED  FUEL  HATCH  LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank - 
suitable for petrol, ethanol mix and diesel.
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket, 
90 deg barbed 38mm fuel inlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent 
outlet, 90 deg x 10mm barbed fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction 
pipe,  additional 1/2” threaded fuel suction with 275mm length tank suction 
pipe, plus an additional 2 x 3/4” threaded spare ports.
RWB4492 Fuel hatch lid red

BLUE  FRESH  WATER  HATCH  LID - Adds 100mm to the height of the 
tank - The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing 
gasket, 90 deg x 38mm barbed water inlet, 90 deg x 13mm barbed water 
outlet, 90 deg x 20mm barbed breather vent outlet.  Also includes 2 x tank 
suction pipes 1 x 210mm length, 1 x 280mm length.
RWB4493 Fresh water hatch lid blue

WASTE  TANK  HATCH  LIDS - Adds 100mm to the height of the tank 
The lid screws into the tank and is supplied complete with sealing gasket, 
2 x 90 deg 25mm & 38mm barbed inlet / outlets with additional 20mm, 
25mm & 38mm barbed connectors, 1 x 25mm barbed breather vent outlet 
and tank suction pipe.
2 different hatches - 1 for 230mm height tanks and 1 for 305mm height
RWB4494 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 230mm height tanks
RWB4495 Waste hatch lid brown - suit 305mm height tanks

RWB4496 Blind sealing hatch white

RWB4497 Tank tie-down kit - 2 x plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap.
 For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.

Tanks suit petrol, ethanol mix, diesel, freshwater & waste water

Shown with 
fuel hatch lid

8 - Diablo  Fuel / Water / Waste  Tanks
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316 grade stainless electric sender units to suit Diablo tanks shown on 
previous page and other brands and sizes of tanks for fuel, water and waste.
RWB8900 to 8915 suit both fuel and water whilst RWB8920 to 8923 suit 
waste tank use.  All suit both 12v and 24v systems and are supplied with 
wiring, gasket and stainless steel fastenings.

Fuel & Water Tank Senders - RWB8900-05 suit European 0-190 Ohm 
Impedance and RWB8910-15 suit American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
CODE  CODE  SENDER
0-190 Ohm 240-33 Ohm LENGTH
RWB8900 RWB8910 150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8901 RWB8911 200mm
RWB8902 RWB8912 250mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8903 RWB8913 300mm
RWB8904 RWB8914 350mm
RWB8905 RWB8915 400mm

Waste Tank Senders - suits 240-33 Ohm impedance.
CODE  SENDER
240-33 Ohm LENGTH
RWB8920 150mm Suits Diablo 230mm Height tanks
RWB8921 233mm Suits Diablo 305mm Height tanks
RWB8922 350mm
RWB8923 480mm

Gauges - available to suit Fuel, Water or Waste in both European 
0-190 Ohm Impedance and American 240-33 Ohm Impedance.
All gauges come complete with wiring loom and suit both 12v 
and 24v systems.  They all have a 48mm dial size, 61mm 
overall width and 52mm cut-out hole size.
They suit panel thickness up to 20mm.  Depth behind 40mm.
CODE  CODE  SUITS
0-190 Ohm 240-33 Ohm 
RWB8930 RWB8931 Fuel
RWB8932 RWB8933 Water
RWB8934 RWB8935 Waste

RWB8930-31

RWB8932-33 RWB8934-35

RWB8900-15

RWB8920-23

SP753

SP761

SP763-765

SP767

SP766

SP754/ 760
            /762

8 - Diablo  Tank  Accessories

Fuel / Water / Waste  Senders & Gauges

Spare  Parts  For  Diablo  Tanks

These spare parts suit the hatch lids of Diablo tanks 
shown on previous page.

SP753 90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 38mm hose
SP761 90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 20mm hose
SP763 90 deg connector 1/2" thread, 10mm hose
SP764 90 deg connector 3/4" thread, 13mm hose
SP765 90 deg connector 1 1/2" thread, 25mm hose
SP766 90 deg connectors 1' thread, 20 & 25mm hose (set of 2)
SP754 Cap with 1 1/2" thread
SP760 Cap with 3/4" thread
SP762 Cap with 1/2" thread
SP767 Gasket for tank hatch lids

Tie-Down  Kit - Diablo & Fuel  Tanks

Includes 2 x large plastic wedges with 1.5 metre strap and cleats.
Suits all Diablo tanks - and other large plastic fuel tanks
For better stability on longer tanks use 2 x tie-down kits.

RWB4497 Set
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Diesel  Fuel  ConditionerMarine  Fuel  Stabilizer

Made by Sudbury USA this 
Marine Fuel Stabilizer keeps 
fuel fresh during storage, 
cleans and lubricates fuel 
injectors and filters and 
protects against engine 
corrosion.  
Goes a long way - as you use 
only 15 Ml per every 4.5 litres 
of fuel for storage use - or 
15Ml per 9L of fuel for 
engine use .  Fuel can be 
stored for up to 1 year after 
adding stabilizer.
1 pint (473 ML) bottle. 

RWB1411 Marine Fuel
 Stabilizer 473 Ml

Made by Sudbury USA this 
Diesel Fuel Conditioner 
cleans and lubricates fuel 
injectors helping to improve 
performance.  It prevents 
sludge and sediment 
formation and removes water 
formed from condensation, 
preventing microbes and 
algae growth.  Keeps fuel 
fresh during storage.
Goes a long way - as this 
946 Ml bottle will treat 378 
litres (100 US gal) of diesel 
fuel.  1 quart (946 ML) bottle. 

RWB1413 Sudbury Diesel
 Fuel Conditioner

Forged brass fuel tank selector
valve allows switching the fuel 
supply from one tank to another
in a dual tank installation, or
from main tank to reserve.
3 x 1/4" NPT internally
threaded ports.
See below for 1/4" brass hose 
tails to suit.

RWB1198

NPT male threaded cast brass tails in 
two hose barb sizes.  1/4" size suits many 
fuel tank threads - and 3 way valve above.
3/8" suits fuel filters on the next page.

RWB1199 1/4" NPT thread x   8mm hose
RWB1200 1/4" NPT thread x 10mm hose
RWB1204 3/8" NPT thread x   8mm hose
RWB1201 3/8" NPT thread x 10mm hose

Three  Way  Fuel  Valve

Brass  Hose  Tails

8 - Outboard  Fuel  Accessories

Universal  Fuel  Sender & Gauge  Kit

Scepter universal electric fuel sender & gauge kit.
Sender unit suits any tank depth 100mm (4”) to 675mm (27”) 
by adjusting the length of the float arm.
Supplied complete with rubber gasket and all screws and 
nuts required.
The fuel gauge has a 57mm diameter overall face size.

RWB3429 Universal fuel sender & gauge kit

Compact economical in-line see-thru fuel 
filter suitable for outboard motors up to 
60 HP.  Clear glass body with chrome 
brass female threaded end caps.
Filter element is easy to inspect and fast 
to clean or replace.
Supplied with a set of 6 hose tails, 2 each 
to suit 6mm, 8mm & 10mm fuel line.
Supplied in colour blister pack.

RWB1195 Filter with hose tails

RWB1196 Pack of 3 replacement 
 filter elements only

In - Line  Outboard  Fuel  Filter
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Complete filter assembly efficiently separates 99% of water and 
removes 98% of small particles from outboard motor fuel.  The filter 
comes as a complete assembly ready for installation and includes -

A Suits 2 stroke and 4 stroke fuel - NOT diesel
A Choice of glass filled nylon polyamide filter head which is   
 impervious to fuel and corrosion (avail in Merc type only) or   
 gloss black coated die-cast aluminium filter head in both types
A The head incorporates a mounting bracket
A 3/8" NTP ports for maximum fuel flow
A Spin-on 10 micron filter element (2 types - Merc or OMC)
A 2 x 3/8" NPT threaded plugs
A 2 x 3/8" NPT x 10mm hose barbs

Size overall : 160mm x 110mm x 105mm

RWB1207 Complete filter with glass filled nylon polyamide  
 head and Mercury type filter element, plugs and tails
RWB1208 Complete filter with die-cast aluminium head  
 and Mercury type filter element, plugs and hose tails
RWB1209 Complete filter with die-cast aluminium head
 and OMC type filter element, plugs and hose tails

RWB1211 Replacement filter element only (Merc type)
RWB1212 Replacement filter element only (OMC type)

RWB1201 Additional brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 10mm hose
RWB1204 Brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 8mm hose

Water  Separating  Fuel  Filter

Water  Separating  Fuel  Filter

8 - Outboard  Accessories - Fuel  Filters

Complete water separating fuel filters with clear easy-viewing 
bowl with screw plug drain and 10 micron spin-on filter element.
3 choices of head types - glass filled nylon polyamide head 
which is ideal for aluminium boats and is impervious to fuel 
and corrosion, solid stainless steel head or gloss black coated 
die-cast aluminium filter head.
The filter media sheds water instead of absorbing it.
The filter head incorporates a mounting bracket.  

A Suitable for 2 stroke and 4 stroke fuel - NOT diesel
A Removes 98% of small particles and 99% of water from fuel
A Glass filled nylon, die-cast aluminium or stainless steel head
A The head incorporates a mounting bracket
A Clear easy-viewing bowl with screw drain plug
A 3/8" ports for maximum fuel flow
A 10 micron Mercury style spin-on filter element
A 2 x 3/8" NPT threaded plugs
A 2 x 3/8" NPT x 10mm hose barbs
A Replacement clear bowls and filter elements available

Size overall : 230mm x 110mm x 105mm

RWB5340 Complete filter with black die-cast aluminium head
RWB5343 Complete filter with stainless steel head
RWB5344 Complete filter with black glass filled nylon head
RWB5341 Clear bowl and filter element only suits all above
RWB5342 Replacement filter element only suits all above filters
RWB1201 Additional brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 10mm hose
RWB1204 Brass hose tail 3/8" NTP x 8mm hose

With Clear Bowl And Drain

RWB5340
& 5344

RWB5341

RWB5343

RWB5342
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Quality fuel primer bulbs. 
Clamshell packaged for shelf or 
pegboard display.  
Two hose sizes available.

Not recommended for use with 
diesel or ethanol blended fuel.

RWB4674 Standard size bulb
 suits 8mm hose

RWB4675 Premium larger bulb  
 giving higher flow.  
 Suits both 8mm &
 10mm fuel hose 

Quality reinforced UV and petrol resistant 3/8" 10mm fuel line 
hoses with high flow large rubber primer bulb and hose clamps.  
2.1 metre total length. 
Available in five different types to suit various motor brands. 
Clamshell packed for open pegboard display.

NOT recommended for use with diesel or ethanol blended fuel.

RWB4696 Universal - bulb & hose only
 without motor connectors

RWB4697 Suits OMC motors (Johnson / Evinrude)

RWB4698 Suits Yamaha, Mariner and 
 1989-1998 year Mercury motors
RWB4699 Suits Mercury motors year 1999 & on
RWB4700 Suits Honda motors

Vented cap or tank guage 
suits most brands of fuel tanks.
RWB3420 Tank gauge suits
 Tempo, Pacemaker, 
 old New Era 25L,   
 Attwood and 
 Easterner brands.

RWB3423 Tank gauge suits
 old 25L Scepter and  
 New Era 50 & 75 L.

RWB3422 Vented Cap
 Scepter deluxe type

RWB3418 Vented Cap
 Easterner economy

Grey PVC 8mm x 2.1 metre UV and petrol resistant fuel hose with 
standard primer bulb and clamps.
Available in three different types to suit various motor brands.
Hang packed for open pegboard display.

NOT recommended for use with diesel or ethanol blended fuel.

RWB4676 Universal - bulb & hose (without any motor connectors)

RWB4677 Suits BRP OMC motors  (Johnson / Evinrude)

RWB4678 Suits Yamaha, Mariner and Mercury motors 1989-1998 

Outboard  Fuel  Lines  -  Deluxe

Outboard  Fuel  Lines  -  Standard

Primer  BulbsTank  Cap  /  Guage

8 - Outboard  Accessories - Fuel  Lines

Outboard  Fuel  Hose

Quality reinforced grey PVC fuel 
resistant hose in 15 metre reels 
in 2 diameters.  Suitable only for 
outboard fuel lines from portable 
or above floor mounted tanks.

NOT for below deck use as 
permanent underdeck fuel lines.  
NOT for use with fuels 
containing Ethanol.

Available in 8mm (5/16")  or 
10mm (3/8") inside diameter. 

RWB4661 8mm x 15 metres

RWB4662 10mm x 15 metres
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Top-of-the-line quality in brilliant colour clamshell packaging.
Highest quality materials, built to strict OEM specifications.
The packaging shows the OEM part number and indicates 
the appropriate fuel fitting that should be used.

All these Scepter fuel lines and fittings ARE suitable for 
use with petrol, diesel and ethanol blended fuels.

Fuel  Line  Assemblies  &  Primer  Bulbs
Features 10mm I.D UV resistant tough and pliable compounded 
hose for long life and high fuel flow.  Primer bulb is solvent and 
UV resistant with stainless steel clamps and dual internal check 
valves to ensure rapid prime while preventing fuel flow back.

RWB4715 Assembly with Mercury female fittings to suit 
 Mercury year model 1998 and newer engines

RWB4716 Assembly with female fittings suit OMC (Johnson,   
 Evinrude, bombardier)

RWB4717 Assembly with female fittings suit Yamaha motors

RWB4718 Universal assembly.  No fittings.  10mm hose.

RWB4721 Primer bulb suit 8mm (5/16”) I.D hose
RWB4722 Primer bulb suit 10mm (3/8”) I.D hose

Fuel  Line  Fittings
Top-of-the-line quality brass and plastic fittings in brilliant colour 
clamshell packaging.  The packaging shows the OEM part number 
and indicates the appropriate fuel fitting that should be used.

Suit  OMC  (Johnson  / Evinrude  /  Bombardier)
RWB4724 Brass male tank connector 1/4” NPT
RWB4725 Female plastic connector suit 8mm (5/16”) hose
RWB4726 Female plastic connector suit 10mm (3/8”) hose

Suit  Yamaha  Motors
RWB4731 Brass male tank connector 1/4” NPT
RWB4732 Female plastic connector suit 8mm (5/16”) hose
RWB4733 Female plastic connector suit 10mm (3/8”) hose

Suit  Mercury  1999  &  Newer  Motors
RWB4734 Brass male 2 prong tank connector 1/4” NPT
RWB4735 Female plastic tank connector suit 10mm hose
RWB4736 Female plastic engine connector suit 10mm hose

Suit  Suzuki  Motors  -  Chrome  Plated  Brass
RWB4727 Female quick connector suit 8mm hose
RWB4728 Female quick connector suit 10mm hose
RWB4729 Male tank connector - suits motors under 75 HP
RWB4730 Male tank connector - suits motors over 75 HP

Suit  Tohatsu  Motors  -  Chrome  Plated  Brass
RWB4737 Female tank connector suit 10mm hose. Up to 90 HP
RWB4738 Male tank connector - suits motors up to 90 HP

RWB4724RWB4725 / 26

RWB4734

RWB4731RWB4732 / 33

RWB4735 / 36

RWB4729 / 30RWB4727 / 28

RWB4738RWB4737

Premium  Fuel  Lines,  Primer  Bulbs  &  Fittings

8 - Outboard  Accessories - Fuel lines
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These tank fittings are suitable for most brands of fuel tanks, including all the fuel tanks 
shown on pages 153 - 155.  All fuel fittings are clam blister packed for shop display.
Not recommended for use with ethanol blended fuel.

RWB4682   RWB4681

Tohatsu  Motors
RWB4682 Male fitting - motor end
RWB4681 Female quick connect 8-10mm

RWB4693  RWB4692

Suzuki  Above 75 HP  Motors
RWB4693 Male tank fitting 13mm
RWB4692 Female quick connect 8mm

RWB4695  RWB4694

Chrysler,  Suzuki  Below 75 HP
RWB4695 Male tank fitting 11mm
RWB4694 Female quick connect 8mm

RWB4702   RWB4701

Honda  Motors
RWB4702 Male tank fitting 13mm
RWB4701 Female quick connect 8-10mm

Male tank fittings with 1/4" NPT thread.
Quick connect fuel line fittings with female 
bayonet quickly adapt on to male tank 
fittings.  Made from chrome plated brass.

Honda  Motors
RWB4705 Female quick connector  
 for motor end 10mm

RWB4683 & 4708 RWB4684

Suit OMC  -  Johnson  /  Evinrude
RWB4683 Fuel line female connector 8mm 5/16"
RWB4708 Fuel line female connector 10mm 3/8"
RWB4684 Brass tank fitting

Brass tank fittings with 1/4" NPT thread.  Plastic 
body female connectors with stainless steel fittings.  
They quickly connect into the brass tank fittings.
Sizes shown are I.D hose size the barb suits.

RWB4686 & 4706 RWB4687

Suit  Yamaha  Motors & Mariner / 
Mercury  Motors  89 - 98  Years
RWB4706 Fuel line female connector 8mm 5/16"
RWB4686 Fuel line female connector 10mm 3/8"
RWB4687 Brass tank fitting

RWB4703 & 4707
RWB4706 & 4686 RWB4704

Suit  NEW  Mercury  1999  To  Date
RWB4707 Tank end female connector 8mm 5/16"
RWB4703 Tank end female connector 10mm 3/8"
RWB4706 Motor end female connector 8mm 5/16"
RWB4686 Motor end female connector 10mm 3/8"
RWB4704 Brass tank fitting

Fuel  Tank  Fittings  &  Connectors

8 - Outboard  Accessories - Tank  Fittings
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Old  Style  Mercury  Fittings

Heavy duty black polypropylene construction 
suitable for wet exhaust systems only. 
These waterlocks prevent water from flowing 
back to the engine and they reduce exhaust noise.
They have the facility for either top or side entry 
by cutting the desired port.  Colour coded.

RWB1965 Red  Suits 38mm  (1  1/2") hose
RWB1966 Black  Suits 44mm  (1  3/4") hose
RWB1967 Blue  Suits 50mm  (2") hose

Rubber flap guard to prevent sea water flowing
back into the exhaust system.
Adjustable sizing - simply cut rubber flange to
size and clamp to desired size with a hose clamp.
Supplied without hose clamp.

RWB218A Large adjustable - 80 to 105mm
Stainless steel hose clamp to suit - RWB3559

RWB218B Small adjustable - 60 to 80mm I.D
Stainless steel hose clamp to suit - RWB1614

Heat and fuel resistant black rubber with
a stainless steel mounting flange. 
3 sizes available.

RWB1285 38mm I.D Bore. 
 Flange dia : 88mm
RWB1287 Dual 50 / 60mm I.D bore. 
 Flange dia : 115mm
RWB1288 Dual 75 / 90mm I.D bore. 
 Flange dia : 160mm

Exhaust  Waterlocks Exhaust  Outlets

Exhaust  Guards

RWB4689 
Line connector
with 8mm hose barb

RWB4690 
Tank fitting with 
1/4" NPT elbow

RWB4691 
Motor connector 
with 8mm hose barb

8 - Fuel  &  Exhaust

Old Mercury / Mariner style bayonet fittings 
made from aluminium alloy and brass.

Orange polyethylene
funnel with large 
non-splash rim guard, 
built-in mesh filter and 
flexible filler extension.  
Impervious to fuels.

RWB1007

Funnel  With  Filter  &  Extension

AutomAtiCAlly    
CleANS Filthy    
Bilge WAter

Simply place in the bilge to absorb fuel and oil on 
the surface of bilge water.  "Bilge Mate" is non-
toxic and quickly Bio-degradable when discarded.
"Bilge Mate" is a highly efficient 300 x 180 x 
30mm mat which is capable of absorbing 25 
times its own weight in fuel or oil but will not 
absorb any water. 
It simply floats on the bilge water and won't sink 
or disintegrate when full.

RWB1422

"Bilge  Mate" Oil  Absorbent  Mat
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Superb quality range of Australian made "CHERAS" brand zinc anodes.  
These anodes are manufactured from high grade zinc alloy - 99.9% pure - 
and conform to Australian Standard AS2239 and U.S Military spec. 18001J .
They have an excellent clean, presentable finish for open shop display.
Each anode has the Australian Standard number, the weight and the anode 
code number stamped into it for easy identification.
A large range of anodes are available to suit most applications.

Propeller   Shaft   Anodes
2 piece anodes to fit around the propeller shaft.  Supplied complete with 
2 x large philips head stainless steel bolts and stainless steel nyloc nuts.
The anodes have a recess large enough to get a socket spanner around
the head of the nut for easier disassembly.

RWB Anode Shaft   Weight Bolts
Code Number Size   Approx. & Nuts
RWB3300 ZSA 3/4" 0.6 Kg 2 - 32mm x 6mm
RWB3301 ZS1 7/8" 0.5 Kg 2 - 32mm x 6mm
RWB3302 ZS2 1" 0.5 Kg 2 - 32mm x 6mm
RWB3302B ZS25M 25mm Metric 0.5 Kg 2 - 32mm x 6mm
RWB3303 ZS3 1 1/8" 0.7 Kg 2 - 32mm x 6mm
RWB3304 ZS4 1 1/4" 0.8 Kg 2 - 32mm x 6mm
RWB3304B ZS4A 1 3/8" 0.7 Kg 2 - 40mm x 6mm
RWB3305 ZS5 1 1/2" 1.0 Kg 2 - 40mm x 6mm
RWB3306 ZS6 1 3/4" 1.2 Kg 2 - 40mm x 6mm
RWB3307 ZS6B 2" 1.3 Kg 2 - 40mm x 6mm

Large  Shaft   Anodes  With  4  X  Hex  Head  Stainless  Bolts
RWB3308 ZS7 2" 3.9 Kg 4 - 50mm x 8mm
RWB3309 ZS8 2 1/4" 3.6 Kg 4 - 50mm x 8mm
RWB3310 ZS9 2 1/2" 4.8 Kg 4 - 50mm x 8mm
RWB3311 ZS10 2 3/4" 4.2 Kg 4 - 50mm x 8mm
RWB3312 ZS11 3" 5.3 Kg 6 - 50mm x 8mm

Rudder  Anodes
2 piece anodes for mounting on either side of the rudder.  Supplied with 
10mm recessed central holes drilled - without mounting bolts.  Sold per pair.
RWB3313 ZRD0  Pair 65 x 20mm 0.6 Kg 
RWB3314 ZRD1  Pair 95 x 20mm 1.2 Kg 
RWB3315 ZRD2  Pair 125 x 20mm 2.3 Kg 

Slotted  Anodes
Rectangular or large oval block anode with two recessed slotted fixing holes.

RWB3344 ZHST 165 x 70 x 25 mm 1.5 Kg

RWB3345 ZHI6 260 x 145 x 35 mm 6.5 Kg

Mercruiser  Anode
RWB3319 Suits Mercruiser motor Weight 800 Gm  Anode No. ZMC2

Zinc  Anode  Range - "Cheras"

Large 4 Bolt Style

Standard 2 Bolt Style

RWB3345

RWB3344

8 - Zinc  Anodes
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RWB Anode Anode  Size Length Weight
Code Number L x W x H  mm Iinc.  Strap Zinc  Only

Streamlined  Teardrop  Anodes - No  Strap
RWB3335 ZT4 100 x   50 x 25 N/A 0.4 Kg
RWB3337 ZT5 125 x   60 x 30 N/A 0.7 Kg
RWB3341 ZT7 175 x   75 x 30 N/A 1.6 Kg

Streamlined  Teardrop  Anodes - With  Galv  Strap
RWB3336 ZTS4 100 x   50 x 25 190mm 0.4 Kg 
RWB3338 ZTS5 125 x   60 x 30 250mm 0.7 Kg
RWB3340 ZTS6 150 x   60 x 30 250mm 1.0 Kg
RWB3342 ZTS7 170 x   75 x 30 300mm 1.6 Kg
RWB3343 ZTS7/S 175 x   75 x 35 300mm 2.2 Kg
RWB3343B ZTS8 200 x   85 x 35 310mm 2.5 Kg

Block  Anodes - No  Strap
RWB3347 ZH1B 100 x   75 x 25 N/A 1.2 Kg
RWB3351 ZH2B 150 x   75 x 25 N/A 1.8 Kg
RWB3353 ZH3 150 x  150 x 25 N/A 3.8 Kg

Block  Anodes - With  Galvanised  Strap
RWB3348 ZHS1B 100 x   75 x 25 190mm 1.2 Kg
RWB3350 ZHS1 100 x 100 x 25 200mm 1.5 Kg
RWB3352 ZHS2B 150 x   75 x 25 290mm 1.8 Kg
RWB3352B ZHS2C 150 x   75 x 30 290mm 2.4 Kg
RWB3354 ZHS3 150 x 150 x 25 250mm 3.8 Kg
RWB3356 ZHS4 150 x 150 x 27 290mm 4.0 Kg
RWB3358 ZHS5 190 x 150 x 27 300mm 5.0 Kg

Large  Oval  Anodes  -  With  Galvanised  Strap
RWB3360 ZHS3B 180 x   85 x 40 290mm 3.0 Kg 
RWB3362 ZHS6 260 x   75 x 32 410mm 3.5 Kg
RWB3364 ZHS7 260 x 145 x 32 450mm 6.5 Kg
RWB3365 ZHS8 450 x   85 x 40 600mm 8.0 Kg
RWB3366 ZHS14 305 x 155 x 45 460mm 14. Kg

Engine  Anodes
RWB3375 ZE6 Suits Yanmar.  30mm x 20mm with M8 thread.
RWB3376 ZE7 Suits Bukh.  37mm x 13mm with M5 thread.
RWB3372 ZGPA slimline tapered anode.  125 x  25 x 13 to 5mm taper.
 2 x 5mm recessed fastening holes.  Weight 0.2 Kg.
 Can be used on smaller craft or motor cavitation plates Etc.

Bertram  Hull  Anode
For replacement of OEM anode on Bertram cruisers or similar craft.
RWB3370 160 x 120 x 60mm.  Weight 4 Kg.  Anode No. ZHB4.
 Integral 70mm x 10mm S/S bolt with S/S nyloc nut.

Solid  Round  Rod  Anodes
RWB3322 ZR1 10mm x 300mm 0.17 Kg
RWB3323 ZR2 13mm x 300mm 0.28 Kg
RWB3324 ZR3 16mm x 300mm 0.45 Kg
RWB3325 ZR4 19mm x 300mm 0.65 Kg
RWB3326 ZR5 22mm x 300mm 0.86 Kg

RWB3375

RWB3335

RWB3336

RWB3347

RWB3348

RWB3360

RWB3372

RWB3370

RWB3325

8 - Zinc  Anodes
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Superior quality kit with 
plastic paint tray, roller 
frame and quality 230mm 
x 12mm nap cover with 
an inner core that is not 
affected by solvents.

RWB4261 Marine antifoul  
 roller kit

Marine  Antifouling  Paint  Roller  Kit

Flat paint scrapers.
Stainless steel with 
a wooden handle.

RWB4291 25mm
RWB4292 50mm
RWB4293 75mm
RWB4294 100mm

Paint  Scrapers

Tradesman's  Brushes

All round good quality 
brush with blended bristle.

RWB4267 25mm - 1"
RWB4268 38mm - 1 1/2"
RWB4269 50mm - 2"
RWB4270 75mm - 3"
RWB4271 100mm - 4"

Paint  Roller  Covers

Twin  Pack  230mm
Pack of 2 x 230mm synthetic
roller covers with solvent 
resistant core.

RWB4287

Premium  Quality
As supplied in the marine
antifoul paint kit.  A short
nap, high quality cover with 
an inner core which is not 
affected by solvents.

RWB4297 230mm   
 premium cover

Standard  Synthetic
Good quality synthetic roller covers 
with 10mm nap and solvent resistant 
core in 3 different lengths.
See left for 230mm size.

RWB4283 75mm
RWB4284 130mm
RWB4285 180mm

Disposable low cost 
paint brushes with a 
plain wooden handle.

RWB4263 25mm - 1"
RWB4264 38mm - 1 1/2"
RWB4265 50mm - 2"
RWB4266 75mm - 3"

Economy  Brushes

Masking  Tape
Excellent quality masking tape which 
is individually wrapped and sealed 
for convenience and longer shelf life.
A discount is offered for box quantity 
purchases - see price list.

RWB4230 18mm x 50 metre
RWB4231 24mm x 50 metre
RWB4232 36mm x 50 metre

Roller  Frames
Metal paint roller frame with 
plastic handle which includes 
a tapered thread to connect 
an extension pole.

RWB4250 75mm (3')
RWB4251 130mm (5")
RWB4252 180mm (7")
RWB4253 230mm (9")

Painting  Accessories

8 - Painting  Accessories

Plastic paint tray complete 
with 230mm synthetic cover
and roller frame.

RWB4260 Standard Kit
RWB4298 Tray Only

Standard  Paint  Roller  Kit  &  Tray
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INCLUDES A
TELESCOPIC
BOAT HOOK

Hand held scrubber to 
scrub along the waterline, 
deck, shower Etc. 
Includes synthetic scouring 
pad with plastic hand grip. 
150 x 90mm

RWB2155

Holds you against the boat's 
hull, while in a dinghy - or 
diving, while you clean along 
the boats waterline.
Firm suction grip. 
Blue cups with yellow handle.
230 x 100mm

RWB2150

A practical kit to keep on board for cleaning 
the boat and for use as a boat hook.  
Includes :

A	Telescopic anodised aluminium pole with
 threaded end shaft to attach the various heads
A	Screw-on deck scrub brush head
A	Screw-on mop head
A	screw-on boat hook head

Replacement heads
RWB2156 Boat hook head
RWB2157 Mop head
RWB2158 Deck scrub headRWB2154 Complete maintenance kit

Boat   Maintenance   Kit

Boat  Scrubber Suction  Handle

8 - Cleaning  Accessories

Grunt  EMER-GEL

RUST,  STAIN  AND  OXIDATION  REMOVER
Grunt Emer-Gel has long been a favourite of boaties in New Zealand and 
is now available for sale in Australia.  It is made in N.Z by Henkel Ltd 
(makers of Loctite) and is a high quality product with a multitude of uses 
for boats, at home or industrial uses removing rust and stains.
Emer-Gel is a clear gel paste that can be applied to surfaces at any angle 
and won’t run or drip like liquid form products.  Removes heavy weathering 
oxidation and other stains from gel-coat, enamel and lacquer surfaces.

A Rust, stain and oxidation remover
A Restores and cleans metal, wood, masonry, fibreglass, gel-coat
A Ideal for acid washing gel-coat to remove chalking
A Can be used on sail cloth and fabric
A Restores stainless steel BBQ’s, wash basins, sinks
A Can be applied to most metals (NOT aluminium)
A Gel paste form can be applied at any angle
A Does not run or drip like liquid products
A Available in 500Ml or 1 litre pack sizes

RWB4476 500 Ml pack Outer carton qty is 6
RWB4477 1 litre pack Outer carton qty is 6

Read the instructions on 
the pack before use. 
Contains mild acid, the 
use of rubber gloves is 
recommended.

E-Clean is an instant antiseptic hand cleaner and sanitiser, simply apply 
and rub into hands until dry - no water required.  Instantly neutralises 
stickiness on hands.  Excellent to use after handling fish and bait.
Kills germs and removes odours such as fish and bait on the hands.
Use in all industries - marine, retail, after handling cash, ideal for 
tradespeople such as plumbers, mechanics Etc.

RWB5757 500 Ml pump pack   (carton pack is 6)

E-Clean  Hand  Sanitiser
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Liquid form, penetrating 
sealant is ideal for 
penetrating narrow joints.
RWB34 Clear 88 Ml tube

Fibreglass  Miracle  Coat
A major breakthrough in marine fibreglass protection.
Miracle coat goes straight on, or over any wax, to add a 
shield of shine that lasts all season long.  The durable, 
diamond-bright coating protects the wax and seals
the hull finish against dust, dirt, chalking, sunlight, 
salt spray, bird droppings and waterline grime Etc.
Won't yellow or smear.  Requires only an occasional clean 
with a damp cloth.  Available in both paste or liquid form.

RWB350 Paste form - 300 gram
RWB351 Liquid form - 473 ml

Restore fresh colour and depth to oxidised fibreglass or painted 
finishes with this high quality, easy to apply product.
This two-way cleaner and wax is ultra heavy duty: works better 
than simple rubbing compounds, with a fraction of the work. 
Simply wipe on with a damp cloth, let dry, then wipe off.
Use it in sun or shade with equal ease.  Teamed with Miracle 
Coat there's no finer shine.  Available in both paste or liquid form.

RWB347 Paste form - 300 gram
RWB348 Liquid form - 473 Ml

Fibreglass  Restorer  &  Wax

Elastomeric marine sealant is a superior, multi-purpose marine grade sealant.
It can replace the use of many other types of sealants including polyurethanes, 
polysulfides and silicone sealants.  It also has the advantage of 3 year shelf life.
Sudbury Elastomeric sealant adheres tenaciously to fibreglass, wood, metal, glass,
Lexan plexiglass and other marine plastics.
It is a one part, fast skinning ( Approx. 10 minutes ) product with superior strength,
adhesion, elongation and long life characteristics.  It will cure within 1 - 7 days
depending on application and climate - can be wet sanded and painted after curing.  
Excellent flexibility & compression capabilities.  Twists, bends, expands,compresses.
It is the perfect sealant for heavy duty service above or below the waterline.
It is surface resistant to salt water, teak cleaners, oil, petrol, diesel fuel. 

It is not designed to be permanently in contact with fuels 
and it is not recommended for wood decking seams.
*** FAST SKINNING & CURING *** USE ABOVE OR BELOW WATERLINE ***
*** USE ON PLASTICS *** PAINTABLE & SANDABLE *** 3 YEAR SHELF LIFE

Available in several colours - in an 88 Ml tube or a 295 Ml cartridge.

RWB35C Clear 88 Ml tube
RWB35W White 88 Ml tube
RWB36C Clear 295 Ml cartridge
RWB36W White 295 Ml cartridge
RWB36B Black 295 Ml cartridge

Elastomeric  Marine  Sealant

Boat  Care  Products

8 - Sudbury  Boat  Care  Products
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Automatic  Bilge  CleanerMarine  Toilet  Conditioner
Heavy duty, concentrated formula for the 
toughest jobs.  Protects the hull and bilge fittings 
from costly deterioration.  Dissolves, emulsifies 
and combines grease, oil and scum in the bilge.
Kills bilge odour and saves cleaning and 
scrubbing time.  Automatically reaches the most 
difficult places with the roll of the boat.

RWB367 946 ml
RWB357 3.785 litre (1 gallon)

Cleans, lubricates and deodorises - keeps all parts
of the marine toilet clean and in efficient working 
order.  Contains a special non-mineral oil that will
not harm leather, rubber or fittings.
Conditions by impregnating and lubricating rubber
seals and valves. 
Eliminates, rather than masks odours.  
Non-caustic.  For use with salt or fresh water.

RWB1401 946 ml

Mildew  &  Stain  Remover

SUITABLE FOR 
ALUMINIUM 
& FIBREGLASS

Boat  Zoap  "Plus" Hull  Stain  Remover
Heavy duty liquid cleaner with emulsifiers to
easily remove dirt, scum, smudge, oil and grease
from various surfaces.  Ideal for fibreglass - 
will not damage finish or gelcoat surfaces.

RWB1408 946 ml
RWB1409 3.785 litre (1 gallon)

Penetrates and instantly removes deep stains,
rust and growth from fibreglass and aluminium
surfaces without scrubbing.  
Contains Oxalic Acid.
Strong and efffective - but safe to use.

RWB1410 946 ml

Double action cleaner removes stains and restores
soiled areas.  Fast acting spray-on, wipe-off formula
in convenient spray pack.  100% biodegradable.
Suitable for all mildew prone areas such as vinyl, 
canvas, cushions, seats, shower  & fibreglass surfaces.

RWB345 946 ml spray pack

Aqua  Fresh  -  Water  Freshener
For fresh tasting, odour free drinking water 
from fibreglass, metal or plastic water tanks.  
Simply deposit the contents of these handy 
individual packets into the water tank.  
Absolutely safe and non-toxic.
Each box contains 8 convenient 
individual 56 gram sachets.

RWB1406

Boat  Care  Products

8 - Sudbury  Boat  Care  Products
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Aquaviro  Hull  Cleaner

Non-Acid  Barnacle  Growth,  Rust & Scale  Remover & Cleaner
Aquaviro  Hull  Cleaner  is strong and effective, yet non-fuming 
and non-corrosive to the skin, is safe on on fibreglass, gelcoat, 
paintwork and most metals.  It is a liquid compound specially formulated 
using an organic salt for cleaning and removal of rust, scale, salt, 
yellowing, coral and barnacle bases from hulls, shafts and propellers.
Used neat or diluted depending on the application (instructions for 
dilution rates are shown on bottle).

A Apply to hulls, shafts, propellers etc to remove scale deposits, light  
 rusting and general marine growth including barnacle bases
A Excellent gelcoat restorer
A Removes yellowing on fibreglass
A Ideal for de-scaling and restoring holding tanks and pipework
A Removes surface grime and oil
A Removes dried concrete splatter
A Non-dangerous, non-hazardous formula : fantastic OH & S profile

RWB5761 1 litre
RWB5762 5 Litre
RWB5763 25 Litre

Aquaviro  Surface Cleaner  &  Degreaser

Aquaviro  Professional  Clears & Glass  Cleaner

Specially formulated for marine clears and glass surfaces.  Excellent for 
removing tough salt spray and leaves surfaces sparkling clean.  
Spray-on-hose-off for easy cleaning in hard to get at areas and on 
heavily soiled or salt-caked surfaces.

A Highly concentrated formula - high dilution rates for economical use
A Removes tough salt spray on marine clears and glass
A Easy spray-on-hose-off application
A Leaves surfaces sparkling clean and streak-free

RWB5771 1 litre
RWB5772 5 Litre

Aquaviro  Surface  Cleaner  &  Degreaser  is a strong and effective 
multi-use cleaner.  Safe to use - it is water based with no solvents, 
odours or fumes and is biodegradable and food safe.
Cleans bilges, engines, BBQ’s, ovens, de-greases, de-fats and 
de-carbonises all at once. Used neat or diluted depending on the 
application (instructions for dilution rates are shown on bottle).

RWB5780 1 litre
RWB5781 5 Litre
RWB5782 25 Litre

Boat  Care  Products

8 - Boat  Care  Products
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Aquaviro  Professional  Boat  Wash
A professional grade liquid marine shampoo for hand washing of 
all boats and other vehicles.  The unique “oxide removal formulation” 
gently removes and reduces surface oxidation.  
Successive washes allows the complete removal of the oxides 
and the full brightening effect on the surface and chrome plating 
becomes apparent.

A Highly concentrated formula - high dilution rates for economical use
A Restores lustre without streaking
A Use on gelcoat and metal surfaces
A Foams in hard or soft water
A Reduces and removes surface oxidation
A Gives a bright and professional finish

RWB5775 1 litre
RWB5776 5 Litre
RWB5777 25 Litre

Aquaviro  Stainless  Cleaner  &  Preparer
Aquaviro  Stainless  Steel  Cleaner  &  Preparer  is an easy to apply 
cream that cleans and restores any stainless steel surface. 
Ideal for cleaning handrails, railings, stainless cleats and fittings, 
stainless steel marine BBQ’s and any stainless steel on board.
Also cleans surfaces such as fibreglass and gelcoat extremely well.
Use stainless steel rejuvenator and protector (see below)  to protect 
the surface and keep it shiny and protected.

RWB5765 Stainless steel cleaner & preparer 500 Ml cream

Aquaviro  Stainless  Rejuvenator  &  Protector
Aquaviro  Stainless  Steel  Rejuvenator  &  Protector is a 
natural oil based product that rejuvenates old or dull stainless 
steel and lubricates and protects stainless wire rope. 
Protects and shines stainless surfaces, handrails etc. 
Simply buff to the desired lustre.

Contains a natural oil based solvent which makes the stainless 
so much easier to clean next time.  A truly superior product.
First use cleaner & preparer (see above) followed by rejuvenator 
and protector to keep the stainless steel protected from the elements.
Non-toxic and biodegradable formula.
Use on all marine stainless steel surfaces, ideal for the hospitality 
and fast food industry.

RWB5767 250 Ml bottle
RWB5768 750 Ml spray pack
RWB5769 4 litre

Boat  Care  Products

8 - Boat  Care  Products

E-Clean is an instant antiseptic hand cleaner and sanitiser, simply apply 
and rub into hands until dry - no water required.  
It Instantly nuetralises stickiness on hands.
Excellent to use after handling fish and bait.
Kills germs and removes odours such as fish and bait on the hands.

RWB5757 500 Ml pump pack   (carton pack is 6)

E-Clean  Hand  Sanitiser


